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**Personalized Process Views**
proView provides well-defined operations for abstracting business process models through hiding or aggregating process elements.

**High-level View Operations**
proView offers high-level operations for defining and changing context-sensitive process views (e.g., „Show all my tasks“).

**Alternative Process Apperances**
proView supports stakeholders in understanding process models by providing a variety of alternative process appearances (e.g., form-, diagram-, tree-based).

**Updatable Process Views**
proView enables stakeholders to evolve business process models by defining changes based on their personalized process view.

**Up-to-date Process Views**
proView ensures the up-to-dateness of all process views associated with a business process model when evolving the process.

**Execution Support**
proView allows visualizing all information relevant to process execution (e.g., data flow, staff assignments).
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